DOT can name routes for nuclear waste
By Peter Finley

A spokesman for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Tuesday declined to say whether the commission had approved a 23-mile route for transporting radioactive material through Iowa.

"I don't know of any reaction from the NRC," said W. Roderick Brown, a spokesman for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Des Moines.

The commission has approved two routes for transporting spent nuclear fuel through Iowa, but Brown said it has not yet approved a route for transporting high-level radioactive waste material.

Brown said the commission would consider the route for transporting high-level radioactive waste material in a future meeting, but it has not yet set a date for that meeting.

The commission has also approved a route for transporting spent nuclear fuel through Iowa, but Brown said it has not yet approved a route for transporting high-level radioactive waste material in that area.

Brown said the commission would consider the route for transporting high-level radioactive waste material in a future meeting, but it has not yet set a date for that meeting.
Proposed city code updates escrow plan

By Ralph Thomas

Juno City, Iowa — Juno City’s proposed new city code would include provisions for escrow of all rental housing — required by state law — in the city’s new scoring program.

For the current, and single-family dwellings are part of the city’s regularly scheduled inspection program, which includes exterior and interior inspections. Current housing developments are also required to be inspected as part of the city’s regular inspection program.

The code’s proposed escrow provision would require landlords to deposit the escrow fund with the city. The city would then use the funds to pay for inspection fees, repair costs, and fines.

The code also includes provisions for the city to collect interest on the escrow fund. The interest would be used to pay for the city’s administrative costs.

The proposed code’s escrow provision is expected to be of particular interest to landlords who own rental housing in Juno City. Landlords who do not comply with the escrow provision would be subject to fines.

The proposed code’s escrow provision is scheduled to be voted on at the city’s next regularly scheduled meeting. The meeting is scheduled for 7 p.m. on October 11, 2000.
Local doctors question study on Pill

By Cecily Tolkin

The findings of a large, 3-year study on the risks of oral contraceptive use were not surprising to local physicians who say their experiences were similar to patients' experiences. The study concluded that the risks of oral contraceptive use are minimal.

"I certainly agree with the findings," said Dr. Patricia Hicks, a gynecologist at the Jewish Health Research Center, and the study coordinator with her experiences and oral contraceptive users.

"I think the risk is minimal," she said. "I think the risk is minimal in non-smokers." Hicks said that the Pill produces an increased risk of certain complications, but that Pill users do not have an increased risk of developing cancer of the breast, uterus or ovary.

"On the other hand, it is reassuring that (according to the study) there is not an increased risk of complications associated with the use of the Pill," she said. "I think the risk is minimal in non-smokers." Hicks said that the Pill produces an increased risk of certain complications, but that Pill users do not have an increased risk of developing cancer of the breast, uterus or ovary.

"In the study, the risks of oral contraceptive use are minimal," Dr. Linda Finlay, spokeswoman for the Women's Goldmine Clinic, said. "It is reassuring that (according to the study) there is not an increased risk of complications associated with the use of the Pill," she said. "I think the risk is minimal in non-smokers." Hicks said that the Pill produces an increased risk of certain complications, but that Pill users do not have an increased risk of developing cancer of the breast, uterus or ovary.

"We've always thought that women who smoke and take the Pill should be recommended to stop smoking or change their contraceptive regimen," Hicks said. She also pointed out that the study's occult findings were published in a "low volume" of a scientific journal.

"If we want to be clear about the study, we should not have an increased risk of complications," Hicks said. She also pointed out that the study's occult findings were published in a "low volume" of a scientific journal.

"Now that we have the study's occult findings, we can be clear about the study, we should not have an increased risk of complications," Hicks said. She also pointed out that the study's occult findings were published in a "low volume" of a scientific journal.
Carter, Anderson offer best economic policies

The U.S. economy is troubled, plagued by the two problems of inflation, which stands at an annual rate of 11.3 percent, and unemployment, which at 5.7 percent. Both has crippled the quality of life: the family that earned $15,000 in 1979 now must earn more than $20,000 to buy as much. And 1.7 percent unemployment means that 1.7 million people have less.

President Carter is in the economy is not good. When he took office the inflation rate was 1.7 percent. (Unemployment rate was 7.7 percent, it is now only two-tenths of one percent less. He has proposed five different economic plans in the last 10 months. He has failed miserably at alleviating the problems with all five plans and an inflation rate of less than 5 percent. To his credit, Carter's selection of Volcker as chairman of the Federal Reserve Board pays a most important economic decision. Volcker has changed the way the Fed regulatory apparatus is used to try to externalize the economy, that change, although only two months old, will eventually bring inflation under control. The dip in the producer price index last month, he say, is the first indication Volcker's changes are working.

Republican candidate Ronald Reagan places the blame for inflation, which causes little inflation, and因此, and therefore government is the one who is to blame. His economic policy would drastically cut government spending.

Reagan favors a moderate Kemp-Roth proposal, raising personal income taxes 10 percent during the next three years. He has to partially offset the tax increase by giving a tax break to the poor. He also favors increasing personal income taxes starting in 1983. Together, these proposals would raise the inflation tax from pushing taxpayers into higher brackets.

For businessmen, Reagan favors accelerating the rate at which depreciation is deducted, but reducing capital gains tax exemption allowed for savings, making more money available for investment.

Carter's latest economic plan, proposed in late August, emphasizes tax cuts for the poor. "The first important step we can take to realize America's economic potential is for greater private investment," he said. For the first time, 10 percent of the nation will go to business. Inflation rates could be reduced by 3 percent. Carter has proposed an across-the-board across-the-board tax cut for all incomes, plus extra investment tax credits for financially troubled businesses or for businesses that locate in economically deprived areas. For individuals, Carter favors an extension in unemployment benefits, increased aid for the elderly, and concentration of energy programs.

To individuals, Carter favors an extension in unemployment benefits, increased aid for the elderly, and concentration of energy programs.

Reagan's goal is clearly to limit the role of government in the economy. The proposals differ sharply from those of the Democratic proposals.

Reagan is proposing a tax cut only after the budget is balanced. To control inflation he set infla-...
Usual pet complaints aren’t all they handle

By Janelle Suddell-O’Mara

"I’ve been keeping the license on the pet because it doesn’t do any good if it is a stray and out on the loose," said Miller. "I DO NOT WANT OUR AREA TO BECOME EVERYONE’S PET DISPOSAL AREA."

IOWA CITY—The Iowa City Animal Control Officer, Leslie Henry, said the average age of pets that are stolen is approximately 2 years and the most likely reason that a pet is stolen is the value of the pet.

"It is very important to keep your pet licensed and insured," said Miller. "This is a good way to protect your pet and the community." 1

Weather delays completion of bridge

Finishing touches on the Union Street footbridge, scheduled to open by the end of the year, were delayed by wet and cold weather, according to Jon Hasler, city engineer. According to Hasler, construction work was scheduled to begin in the fall, but due to the wet and cold weather, the work was delayed.

The bridge is being built over the Iowa River and is scheduled to be completed by the end of the year. According to Hasler, the delays are not expected to delay the completion of the bridge.

Student Rights telephone line is hot-line

By Dan Klves

"I love the hotline," said a senior from Elkins Park, Pa. "It’s a great resource for students who need help." 1

If you have any questions, the hotline is available at the Student Services Center, located in the Student Services Building. The hotline is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. 1
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Binnie argues 'philosophical' approach to convention vote

By Ray Postal

Dissenting the popular argument that a state constitutional convention will give Iowa a balanced budget, a supporter of the convention asked voters to take a philosophical approach to the issue at a forum in Iowa City Tuesday night.

Ira Binnie, a member of the Des Moines School Board, said an audience of about 30 people at Old Rock that "the question of a constitutional convention" exercise the only 're' they have to bypass the legislature to express change in their government.

The Iowa Constitution requires the question of whether the state should hold a constitutional convention be put to the state's voters every 20 years.

The last state constitutional convention was held in 1938.

"A convention is called, any proposed amendments to the constitution must be approved by a majority of the state’s electors to become law," Binnie said he supports a constitutional limit on the state's power to impose taxes.

"I would rather take a more philosophical approach to the convention," he said. "The idea that a bunch of books will live in new amendments and patch the state's Hill of Rights is not what the people want.

"Aiding against a possible convention was Arthur McReynolds, chairman of the state Board of Regents and former lieutenant governor of Iowa.

"Now! But! That a convention is a convention is the only way laws can bypass the legislature and control state spending," said the candidate for the proposals.

A convention is designed to put out broad ideas about problems to allow the minds and legislature to express them," he said.

Neil C. E. Freda's property tax indexing, which limits a local government from increasing its budget by the increased level of assessed property values, as an argument that they are the constitutional great measure.

"New state constitutional convention would not work to the support," Freda said, "It would simply set a rate between the amount of one's personal income and the taxes collected by the state's electorate to become law.

According to the proposed balanced budget amendment, tax revenues would be limited to the average annual percentage change in Iowa's personal income, based on the average growth percentage during a five-year period.

"Very important to remember, despite all that, people who say 'We can do absolutely nothing without the approval of the people of Iowa,'" Binnie said.

Anderson, Culver, Larew win West High's mock election

By Cindy Schroeder

John Anderson, John Culver and Jim Larew would be the last state constitutional convention held in Iowa City Tuesday night.

"The last state constitutional convention was held in 1938," said the Republican presidential candidate. "The idea is to explain a candidate's views to voters who have already made up their minds."

And, Don Weston, chairman of the school's Culver campaign said he is not surprised by the results, because many of the students are the children of UI professors. "They are all pretty liberal," he said.

But Steve Colloton, co-chairman of the high school Republicans Party, said the results reflected the decided upperclass student preference for education over the races.

Upperclass student in the races.

"There are a lot of people who didn't vote," he said.

"One student who didn't vote," Colloton said, cited "not enough students who voted" because the results were "typical for their parents' views.""
Conservative swing helps GOP party

By Angie Ballenger

A national conservative swing will help state and Johnson County Republican candidates, according to local Republican leaders.

Donald E. Johnson, Johnson County Republican chairman, said that an increase in the number of registered Republicans is a positive indicator for local candidates in Senate races.

"There is a nationwide swing to the conservatives," Thompson said. "And it will help Republican candidates, both in Iowa and nationally."

While there are a great number of voters who are unregistered, "voters who have yet to register and a lot of them are first-time voters," Thompson said. "Some of those are going to be new voters."

John Dean, the state chair of the National Republican party, said that the number of people is beginning to "take the issue seriously.""If the county chairman can get the people to vote, it will help Republican candidates," Dean said. "And overspending - that's a problem."

"Johnson said that the situation is an uphill battle for the Democrats. "But Thompson said the situation is not as bad as it seems. "We have to be willing to take the same risks that some voters are willing to take in the name of military necessity," Thompson said."

Anderson ‘debates’ via cable network

By Ray Allen

WASHINGTON -- Independent presidential candidate John Anderson, the third man in a two-man nationwide debate, said yesterday there is no difference between Ronald Reagan and President Carter in the prospect of winning a limited war.

Anderson warned of a potential dispute in which he was not invited by the League of Women Voters. Anderson responded to the same question as the Democratic and Republican candidates on atape-delayed Cable News Network show from Washington.

On the first question to Carter and Reagan in a military policy, Anderson said he has become convinced "there really is no difference between the two men."

"I don't believe that you can fight a limited nuclear war," he added. "We have got to work harder than we have. We have to be willing to take the same risks for peace that some voters are willing to take in the name of military necessity," Anderson said.

Anderson spoke from the stage of Constitution Hall near the White House where he is conducting a national campaign."

VOTE "YES" FOR THE IOWA E.R.A.
Here Is How You Vote on the Iowa Equal Rights Amendment on November 4.

The amendment will appear on the top right hand corner of your voting book. This is the actual ballot wording:

SUMMARY OF IOWA CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

To ensure that the state shall not deny or abridge the equality of rights under the law on the basis of gender

SALT THE ABOVE AMENDMENT BE ADOPTED?

So You Can't Afford A New Piano?

When you consider your investment in time and effort, the hours spent studying and practicing, not to mention the money spent on lessons, sheet music, etc., the few extra dollars you invest in a quality instrument will yield tremendous musical returns.

BLOW NOW AND SAVE!

While THEY LAST...

The Music Shop is offering fantastic savings on a special quantity purchase from the Aeolian Corp., one of America's largest, most respected piano manufacturers.

Spinet Piano Reg. $1969

only $995

Consoe Piano Reg. $1795

only $1095

On-the-spot financing available with approved credit.

VISA • Master Charge • Lay-Away

THE MUSIC SHOP

Owned & Operated by Musicians

109 E. College on the College St. Plaza

Open 10-9 Mon & Thurs, 10-5 Tues, Wed, Fri, Sat
Shostakovich's G minor String Quartet is the well-known work for coloratura soprano. Bennett to present operatic work on the recital’s second half features three major contemporary composers, A. Dvořák, S. Rachmaninoff and C. Ives. Her performance at the recital on Wednesday, May 16, at 8 pm in Gliere Hall at the Moscow Conservatory is also a remarkable achievement.

The recital’s second half features three major contemporary composers: A. Dvořák, S. Rachmaninoff and C. Ives. Her performance at the recital on Wednesday, May 16, at 8 pm in Gliere Hall at the Moscow Conservatory is also a remarkable achievement.

THE MIDDLE WORKS is the Jerome borrowed from Lyric Opera of Chicago. It is accompanied by pianist, Michael Ludwig. The recital begins at 4 pm.

Ugly Outfit Contest
Hurry on into the Clothes Cottage and enter the Ugly Outfit Contest.
WINNER GETS 100% WORTH OF MERCHANDISE
Here’s how it works: Any outfit that is put on — at least three items — is eligible for contest entry. Bring it in — or even if you’re really daring — dress for a parade, but make sure to be ‘shocked’ and we’ll take your entry and you’ll be declared the winner. The winner will be announced on Friday, May 18.

The Clothes Cottage

Bennett to present soprano coloratura
By Judith Green
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O’Connor has referred to opera singer Kathleen Battle as the “tallest mezzo-soprano,” and Bennett is another mezzo-soprano with a voice that can pierce the stratosphere.

Bennett is 33 years old and a graduate of the University of Pittsburgh. She began her opera career in the role of the Countess in “Le Nozze (The Marriage)”, performed by the opera company of her alma mater.

Bennett’s voice has been described as a “magnificent instrument,” with a range that spans from the lowest bass notes to the highest treble notes.

The FILM is not, however, a part of the show. The intro has the usual suspects: a statistician, a scientist, a historian, and a sociologist. The intro contains many elements of explanation, but that is not the audience’s concern. It is not by the fruits of our labor that we are judged, but by the condition of our souls.

We knew that the FILM was going to be a disaster, and we were not wrong. It was a disaster in every sense of the word. The FILM was dull, uninteresting, and uninformative. It was a complete waste of time and money.

For Bennett, human usefulness is in the power to change — and to remember.
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The brain of Ronald Reagan has been shrinking mysteriously, said the narrator. "The reader protests to send us back to the unknown - a fantastic voyage through the brain of Ronald Reagan." 

"A few hours of your spare time each week to help yourself — a fantastic voyage through the brain of Ronald Reagan." 

"Too much snow for medical and pharmaceutical use. Help others while helping yourself." 

"New donor! Bring this ad with you and you will receive $5 on your 50th donation. 1 ad per donor. Cannot be combined with any other offer."
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**Sports/ The Daily Iowan**

**Wednesday, October 28, 1980 — Iowa City, Iowa**  

**Penn State field hockey**  

**No. 1/Iowa 14**  

**UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.** — The undefeated Penn State women's field hockey team improved to 10-0 with a 4-0 win over undefeated Massachusetts Tuesday on this week's National Coaches Field Hockey poll.

The Lady Lions, 10-0, held off the Blue Dukes with a scene that moderated a weekend heat wave over southeastern Pennsylvania. Penn State's slender advantage was the No. 1 spot. The Lady Lions, 10-0, held off the Blue Dukes with a scene that moderated a weekend heat wave over southeastern Pennsylvania.

**Minor Astro owners angry with McMullen over Smith firing**

HOUSTON (UPI) — Minority Houston Astro owners, angry that general partner John McMullen fired manager Larry LeFevre, have been told they might be ousted. Owners instrumented by UPI said they were upset McMullen, without consulting them, fired LeFevre Monday and replaced him with New York Yankees President at first base. The owners, partners in the franchise, were all outraged over LeFevre's "ruling," said David LaFever, a New York lawyer who owns the second largest share in the Astros. The owners reacted strongly to the firing of LeFevre, who was named in 1980 Astros season that saw two short of the World Series, which made talk shows in Houston. McMullen, Pitcher Ken Fuchs was wanted to be traded.

LaFever said replacing the respected

**Hawks host Cyclones in vital volleyball game**

The Iowa volleyball team needs to improve its record to 7-3 after being swept by No. 1 Iowa City High School in Wednesday night's match. The Hawks, head coach will have to determine the starting lineup for the game against Iowa City High School.

**On the line**

After last week's loss, the Iowa State University football team needs to improve its record to 7-3 after being swept by No. 1 Iowa City High School in Wednesday night's match. The Hawks, head coach will have to determine the starting lineup for the game against Iowa City High School.

**Daily Specials**

10 Oz. Drawn 250-4 pm  
**DOUBLE BUBBLE**
6 - 7 pm at THE CROW'S NEST

**The CROW'S NEST HALLOWEEN PARTY**

**Friday, Oct. 31**  
**AT THE CROW'S NEST**
**250-4 pm 250-4 pm**
**HALLOWEEN NOON**
**DAILY SPECIAL**

**CINEMA-D**
**STARTS THURSDAY**

**Heads it’s Willa, tails it’s Phil.**

**ADDAYS**

**FOX**

**SPORTS THE DAILY IOWAN**
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North Tower beats Riener Third

By Mike Hain

Two realized men’s teams use their dreams of a championship to drive them harder than the pros, and another one finally survives.

This year’s North Tower Third and John Ford’s most satisfying contest was at Denver Thursday night. The game was a battle between two teams that had perfect records. But within a short time, both were facing elimination, and the losers were eliminuted from the playoffs.

North Tower put an end to Riener.

Dudley at home.

North Tower beats Riener Third

By Dan Poncroy

The third man in a line of three is a tossup. Mike Schmidt is a tossup of three.

Dan Poncroy

In the third inning, the Philadelphia Phillies made a huge mistake. They chose to pull their pitcher, Roy Lee, and take the bull horn away from the slider.

Philadelphia Mike Schmidt, center, is named MVP at the Atlantic City World Series game against Detroit with North Dakota State. Schmidt also leaves the game after making a spectacular catch on the third base line.

North Dakota Mike Schmidt, center, is named MVP at the Atlantic City World Series game against Detroit with North Dakota State. Schmidt also leaves the game after making a spectacular catch on the third base line.

Dan Poncroy

John Ford’s most satisfying contest was at Denver Thursday night. The game was a battle between two teams that had perfect records. But within a short time, both were facing elimination, and the losers were eliminated from the playoffs.

North Tower put an end to Riener.

Dudley at home.

North Tower beats Riener Third

By Dan Poncroy

The third man in a line of three is a tossup. Mike Schmidt is a tossup of three.

Dan Poncroy

In the third inning, the Philadelphia Phillies made a huge mistake. They chose to pull their pitcher, Roy Lee, and take the bull horn away from the slider.

Philadelphia Mike Schmidt, center, is named MVP at the Atlantic City World Series game against Detroit with North Dakota State. Schmidt also leaves the game after making a spectacular catch on the third base line.
Athletic board votes freshmen eligibility support

By Mike Kent

The controversial freshmen eligibility issue was further discussed by the board in a recent meeting.

Gary Rick manages a customer at his clinic which specializes in athletic injuries.

By Bob Kent

The board voted in favor of supporting freshmen eligibility for athletes on the basketball team.

By Mike Kent

THE CARVER M-400 AMPLIFIER

Test Question 1

The CARVER M-400 AMPLIFIER

a) puts out 300 watts per channel
b) is a magnetic field amplifier
c) weighs approximately 10 pounds
d) cannot be used with your computer

Answer: (f) All of the Above

CARVER M-400 Magnetic Field Amplifier $399

Advanced Audio Stereo Shop
Benton at Capitol • 338-9893

Opening Friday, The Daily Iowan

Sports

Sports clinic aids athletes by massage

By Mike Kent

It would seem that muscles and tendons are disconnected, and that many can be treated effectively without surgery. However, there is an alternative for area residents.

Athletic Director Bump Elliott, of the University of Iowa Athletic Board, recently announced that the board would vote in favor of supporting freshmen athletes.

By Rick McCull

Sue Susse 'new game' after injury

By Rick McCull
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